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View Validation Criteria

To validate a theological belief, all
aspects of the belief must pass a three-level 
consistency check.

Each validation stages' inputs and 
findings are checked for associations and
/or relationship inconsistencies with the 
following sources:
1. The Holy Bible
2. The Spirit of Prophecy (Ellen G. White's 

prophetic writings, etc.)
3. Valid Bible code matrices

If all three criteria are met, without 
violation, the theological belief is considered 
valid and adopted as present truth.
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View Validation Criteria
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is

Valid

Agreement with 
the Holy Bible.
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"5"For many will come in my name, and they will say. 'I AM THE 
LIVING GOD, The Messiah', and they will deceive many." 6You 
are going to hear battles and reports of wars. Take heed that you 
will not be troubled, for it is necessary that all these things should 
happen, but it will not yet be the end. 7For nation will arise 
against nation, and Kingdom against Kingdom, and there will be 
famines and plagues and earthquakes in various places. 8But all 
these things are the beginning of sorrows. 9And then they will 
deliver you to suffering, and they will kill you and you will be 
hated by all the nations because of my name...[Continued on the 
next slide.]

Bible Commentary on End Time Tragedies
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...10Then many will be subverted, and they will hate one another 
and will betray one another. 11And many false Prophets will arise 
and will deceive many. 12And because of the abundance of evil, 
the love of many will grow cold. 13But whoever will persevere 
until the end will have life. 14And this gospel of the Kingdom will 
be preached in the whole world for the testimony of all the 
nations and then the end will come. 15But whenever you will see 
the desecrated sign of desolation that was spoken by Daniel the 
Prophet, standing in the holy place, (he who reads should 
consider"" Matthew 24:5-13 (Peshitta) (The sequence of events 
leading up to the return of our Lord Jesus Christ and the 
conditions of the world are described.)

Bible Commentary on End Time Tragedies
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"But tidings out of the east and out of the north shall trouble him: 
therefore he shall go forth with great fury to destroy, and utterly to 
make away many." Daniel 11:44 (KJV) (The events of 9-11 are 
what causes the United States to go to war with many countries. 
This event is linked in a Bible code matrix that we will discuss in 
detail.)

Bible Commentary on End Time Tragedies (Cont.)
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View Validation Criteria
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View
is

Valid

Agreement with 
Ellen G. White's 

prophetic writings.
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"I looked at the great 
buildings going up there, 
story after story, 'What 
terrible scenes will take 
place when the Lord shall 
arise to shake terribly the 
earth! Then the words of 
Revelation 18:1-3 will be 
fulfilled.' The whole of the 
eighteenth chapter of 
Revelation is a warning of 
what is coming on the 
earth... [continued on the 
next slide]

Ellen G. White Commentary
On The 9/11 Tragedy
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...But I have no light in particular in 
regard to what is coming on New York, 
only that I know that one day [11-Sep-
2001] the great buildings there will be 
thrown down by the turning and 
overturning of God's power. From the 
light given me, I know that destruction 
is in the world. One word from the Lord, 
one touch of his mighty power, and 
these massive structures [The World 
Trade Center Towers] will fall. Scenes 
will take place the fearfulness of which 
we can not imagine."-The Review and 
Herald, July 5, 1906, paragraph 14.

Ellen G. White Commentary
On The 9/11 Tragedy (Cont.)
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"On one occasion, when in New York City, I was in the night 
season called upon to behold buildings rising story after story 
toward heaven. These [two] buildings were warranted to be 
fireproof, and they were erected to glorify their owners and 
builders. Higher and still higher these buildings rose [World 
Trade Center], and in them the most costly material was used. 
Those to whom these buildings belonged were not asking 
themselves: 'How can we best glorify God?' The Lord was not in 
their thoughts.

[Continued on the next slide...]

Ellen G. White Commentary
On The 9/11 Tragedy (Cont.)
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I thought: 'Oh, that those who are thus investing their means 
could see their course as God sees it! They are piling up 
magnificent buildings, but how foolish in the sight of the Ruler of 
the universe is their planning and devising. They are not studying 
with all the powers of heart and mind how they may glorify God. 
They have lost sight of this, the first duty of man.'

[Continued on the next slide...]

Ellen G. White Commentary
On The 9/11 Tragedy (Cont.)
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I thought: 'Oh, that those who are thus investing their means 
could see their course as God sees it! They are piling up 
magnificent buildings, but how foolish in the sight of the Ruler of 
the universe is their planning and devising. They are not studying 
with all the powers of heart and mind how they may glorify God. 
They have lost sight of this, the first duty of man.'

[Continued on the next slide...]

Ellen G. White Commentary
On The 9/11 Tragedy (Cont.)
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The scene that next passed before me was an alarm of fire. 
Men looked at the lofty and supposedly fire-proof buildings and 
said: 'They are perfectly safe.' [this was announced in the twin 
towers after the attack] But these buildings were consumed as if 
made of pitch. The fire engines could do nothing to stay the 
destruction. The firemen were unable to operate the engines.

[Continued on the next slide...]

Ellen G. White Commentary
On The 9/11 Tragedy (Cont.)
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I am instructed that when the Lord's time comes, should no 
change have taken place in the hearts of proud, ambitious human 
beings, men will find that the hand that had been strong to save 
will be strong to destroy. No earthly power can stay the hand of 
God. No material can be used in the erection of buildings that will 
preserve them from destruction when God's appointed time 
comes to send retribution on men for their disregard of His law 
and for their selfish ambition.

[Continued on the next slide...]

Ellen G. White Commentary
On The 9/11 Tragedy (Cont.)
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There are not many, even among educators and statesmen, 
who comprehend the causes that underlie the present state of 
society. Those who hold the reins of government are not able to 
solve the problem of moral corruption, poverty, pauperism, and 
increasing crime. They are struggling in vain to place business 
operations on a more secure basis. If men would give more heed 
to the teaching of God's word, they would find a solution of the 
problems that perplex them.

[Continued on the next slide...]

Ellen G. White Commentary
On The 9/11 Tragedy (Cont.)
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The Scriptures describe the condition of the world just before 
Christ's second coming. Of the men who by robbery and extortion 
are amassing great riches, it is written: 'Ye have heaped treasure 
together for the last days. Behold, the hire of the laborers who 
have reaped down your fields, which is of you kept back by fraud, 
crieth: and the cries of them which have reaped are entered into 
the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth. Ye have lived in pleasure on the 
earth, and been wanton; ye have nourished your hearts, as in a 
day of slaughter. Ye have condemned and killed the just; and he 
doth not resist you.' James 5:3-6."-Testimonies for the Church 
Volume Nine, (1909), pages 12 -14.

Ellen G. White Commentary
On The 9/11 Tragedy (Cont.)
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"Years ago this scene passed before me as a representation 
of what would happen in the future.

I saw that costly buildings in the cities, supposed to be fire-
proof, would be consumed by fire...Yet God has not executed his 
wrath without mercy. His hand is stretched out still. His message 
must be given in Greater New York. The people must be shown 
[the events of 911] how it is possible for God, by a touch of His 
hand, to destroy the property they have gathered together 
against the last great day."-Manuscript Releases Volume Three, 
(1990), pages 310 and 311.

Ellen G. White Commentary
On The 9/11 Tragedy (Cont.)
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View Validation Criteria

Holy
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Agreement with 
valid Bible code 

matrices.
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To View the STR Code Interpretations

To view the Surface Text Relevancy (STR) code 
interpretations, be sure to set the view of the PowerPoint 
presentation as follows: Click the "View" tab and then "Normal".

The text boxes (main window) are reviewed one by one in the 
direction of the "STR Codes" arrow and shown in numerical order 
in the slide notes area. The notes pane should be seen at the 
bottom of the slides as well as a thumbnail of each of the slides 
on the left-hand side of the PowerPoint window. You can drag the 
top of the slide notes window edge to adjust the size of it. A 
screen shot of what you should see is shown below:

Iran_In_Prophecy ©2009-2023 David Douglas Bell All Rights Reserved Page 19

If you can read this, you are viewing the slide notes properly.
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To View the Imbedded STR Code Word File

To view the Surface Text Relevancy (STR) code 
interpretations in Word format, double click on the icon shown in 
the screen-shot below. This icon will be on the first slide of the 
code analysis for each matrix.

Iran_In_Prophecy ©2009-2023 David Douglas Bell All Rights Reserved Page 20

If you can read this, you are viewing the slide notes properly.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"you_will_transgress_in
New_York_unclean"

"you_will_transgress
in_New_York_unclean"

"high_is_the_threat"

Iran_In_Prophecy ©2009-2023 David Douglas Bell All Rights Reserved Page 21

Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by Fabrice Bect.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"you_will_transgress_in
New_York_unclean"

"you_will_transgress
in_New_York_unclean"

"high_is_the_threat"

ST
R
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es
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1) "...he smite...he is a
murderer: the murderer
shall surely be put to death."
Numbers 35:17 (KJV)

2) "...and...died in the land..."
Numbers 26:19 (KJV)

Code discovered by Fabrice Bect.

The STR codes reveal:

1) The evil ones will be involved in murdering people and will pay for their crimes

2) and will die in the land.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"you_will_transgress_in
New_York_unclean" (Cont.)

"high_is_the_threat"

5) "I am the Lord your God, which
brought you forth...and made you
go upright." Leviticus 26:13 (KJV)

6) "...and shall make an atonement...the sin
offering...himself:" Leviticus 16:11 (KJV)

3) "...the Lord will show who are his,
and who is holy; and will cause him
to come near unto him: even him whom
he hath chosen will he cause to come
near unto him." Numbers 16:5 (KJV)

4) "...the son...did offer:"
Numbers 7:18 (KJV)

"you_will_transgress_in_New_York_unclean"
Iran_In_Prophecy ©2009-2023 David Douglas Bell All Rights Reserved Page 23
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The STR codes reveal (cont.):

3) The Lord will demonstrate who His holy ones are (their faces will glow...) to the world.

4) Jesus was key in obtaining permission for Team144K to be formed and not see death before the 
return of Christ.

5) One condition of this is that the Holy Spirit guide and perfect the special ones in this team

6) that Christ has made atonement for as the ultimate sin offering himself.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"you_will_transgress_in
New_York_unclean" (Cont.)

"you_will_transgress_in_New_York_unclean"

"high_is_the_threat"

9) "...shall be upon..." Exodus 27:7 (KJV)

10) "...all the congregation...came unto the
wilderness of Sin..." Exodus 16:1 (KJV)

7) "...men offer an offering made by fire...
even the soul...it shall be cut off from
his people." Leviticus 7:25 (KJV)

8) "...he made...the tabernacle...
standing up." Exodus 36:20 (KJV)
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The STR codes reveal (cont.):

7) In the coming false religious system, people will make offerings by fire. These will not be accepted 
and are anti-Christ.

8) These offerings will be part of the new tabernacle that will be made

9) for

10) all the people that are deceived. "And all the inhabitants of The Earth will worship it, those who are 
not written in The Book of Life of The Lamb slain before the foundation of the world." Revelation 
13:8 (Peshitta)
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"you_will_transgress_in
New_York_unclean" (Cont.)

"high_is_the_threat"

13) "...and was gathered unto his
people..." Genesis 35:29 (KJV)

14) "...said unto them, Wherefore
come ye to me..." Genesis 26:27

11) "Then the Lord said...Now shalt thou
see what I will do...for with a strong hand
shall he let them go..." Exodus 6:1 (KJV)

12) "...and mischief befall him, ye shall
bring down..." Genesis 44:29 (KJV)

"you_will_transgress_in_New_York_unclean"
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The STR codes reveal (cont.):

11) The Lord says to watch and see that with a strong force, His people will be provided a way of 
escape from the trap.

12) The snares setup by the wicked will be brought down.

13) The gathering time of His people will occur.

14) The Lord beckons the followers to come to Him.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"you_will_transgress_in
New_York_unclean" (Cont.)

"high_is_the_threat"

15) "And I will give unto thee...the land wherein
thou art a stranger..." Genesis 17:8 (KJV)

16) "...in the day...then your eyes
shall be opened..." Genesis 3:5 (KJV)

"you_will_transgress_in_New_York_unclean"

ST
R
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od

es
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The STR codes reveal (cont.):

15) The righteous will be shown that they are only strangers in a land controlled by Satan;

16) the eyes of the saints will be opened to the grand plans of the evil ones.

Note: More than likely this is describing the Bible codes revealing the information in this presentation 
as well as other ones.
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"judgment_of_America"

"judgment_of_America"

"for_Babel"

"September"

"their_judgement
is_fulfilled"

"York_in
blood"

"New"

Alternative
spacing codes.

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"Year_2001"

"they_were_consumed
terror_from_God"

"Bush
will_be

informed"

Skip = +17,719
Skip = -17,719

Iran_In_Prophecy ©2009-2023 David Douglas Bell All Rights Reserved Page 27

Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by Anonymous (extensions and additional terms by Fabrice Bect).

NOTES: A code found a few months back in the Tanach, by someone who wishes to remain 
anonymous. The main term was "judgment of America". One occurrence of this expression was 
expected statistically, and one was found. It was not extendable but other terms where found in the 
near vicinity, like "2000-2001", "their judgment is fulfilled", "they were consumed, a terror from 
God", "New York in blood", "Bush will be informed (give information)", "Elul (September)", "for 
Babel". The entire matrix seems to refer to 9/11 then.
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"judgment_of_America" (Cont.)

"for_Babel"

"York_in
blood"

"New"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"Year_2001"

"they_were_consumed_terror_from_God"

"Bush_will_be
informed"Skip = +17,719

Skip = -17,719

ST
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es
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"judgment_of_America"

"September"

"their_judgement_is_fulfilled"

1) "...then say...leave...his city: for
there is a...sacrifice there for all..."
1 Samuel 20:6 (KJV)

2) "And he took a yoke...and
hewed them... and sent them...
by the hands of messengers...
And the fear of the Lord fell on
the people..." 1 Samuel 11:7 (KJV)

3) "...They are smitten down
before us..." Judges 20:32 (KJV)

The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) Going forward from this event (9/11/2001), inform people that the major part of the shaking is 
about to be unleashed. There will be a sign (9/11/2001), and it is time to separate from all forms of 
evil.

2) The Holy Spirit (the great teacher), and the angels, will guide those that accept openly the 
heavenly teaching.

3) The sign will be in front of the public, where the buildings will be thrown down,
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"judgment_of_America" (Cont.)

"judgment_of_America"

"for_Babel"

"September"

"their_judgement_is_fulfilled"

"York_in_blood"

"New"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"Year_2001"

"they_were_consumed_terror_from_God"

"Bush_will_be
informed"

Skip = +17,719
Skip = -17,719

4) "...and judged..." Judges 10:3 (KJV)

5) "...and utterly destroyed
it..." Judges 1:17 (KJV)

6) "And it went out to...compass..." Joshua 15:3 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont):

4) by God's authorization,

5) and completely destroyed.

6) The shaking went forth and performed its work.
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"judgment_of_America" (Cont.)

"judgment
of_America"

"for
Babel"

"September"

"York_in
blood"

"New"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell "they_were_consumed_terror_from_God"

"Bush_will_be
informed"

Skip = +17,719
Skip = -17,719

7) "And he spake unto the children of Israel,
saying, When your children shall ask their
fathers in time to come, saying, What
mean these stones?" Joshua 4:21 (KJV)

8) "But it shall come to pass, if thou wilt not
hearken unto the voice of the Lord thy God,
to observe to do all his commandments and
his statutes which I command thee this day;
that all these curses shall come upon thee,
and overtake thee:" Deuteronomy 28:15 (KJV)

9) "...for thou art an holy people unto the
Lord thy God..." Deuteronomy 14:21 (KJV)

ST
R
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od

es
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"their_judgement_is_fulfilled"

"Year_2001"

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont):

7) When believers ask the meaning of these destructive warnings coming on the earth,

8) tell them that the punishment of God (His curse) will come on the nations that disregard the law and 
the testimony.

9) The believers, the one's that understand and learn, are very special to God.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"they_shall_be_silenced
highness_of_nine_eleven"

"they_shall_be_silenced
highness_of_nine_eleven"

Iran_In_Prophecy ©2009-2023 David Douglas Bell All Rights Reserved Page 31

Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by Fabrice Bect.

The STR codes reveal:

1) There will be places prepared for the last day believers to dwell

2) that must not be contaminated by sin.

3) There are some things that are important to keep in mind;
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"they_shall_be_silenced
highness_of_nine_eleven"

1) "And of these...ye shall...have
for refuge." Numbers 35:13 (KJV)

2) "...ye shall not pollute the land
wherein ye are..." Numbers 35:33 (KJV)

3) "These are the commandments and the judgments,
which the Lord commanded..." Numbers 36:13 (KJV)
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"they_shall_be_silenced
highness_of_nine_eleven" (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) There will be places prepared for the last day believers to dwell

2) that must not be contaminated by sin.

3) There are some things that are important to keep in mind;
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"they_shall_be_silenced
highness_of_nine_eleven" (Cont.)

"they_shall_be_silenced_highness_of_nine_eleven"

4) "Ye shall not respect persons in judgment; but
ye shall hear the small as well as the great; ye shall
not be afraid of the face of man; for the judgment is
God's: and the cause that is too hard for you, bring
it unto me, and I will hear it." Deuteronomy 1:17 (KJV)

5) "Who went in the way before you, to search you
out a place to pitch your tents...to show you by
what way ye should go..." Deuteronomy 1:33 (KJV)

6) "...that ye may eat; and...that ye
may drink." Deuteronomy 2:6 (KJV)

7) "Rise ye up, take your journey...behold, I have
given into thine hand..." Deuteronomy 2:24 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

4) the people of God are not to have any pre-conceived ranking and need to respect those who God 
has chosen to lead the last day people.

5) The chosen ones will guide the groups and show them where to go

6) so that they may eat and drink what will be provided for them.

7) Rise up and follow, watch and see that it will be given to them.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"they_shall_be_silenced
highness_of_nine_eleven" (Cont.)

"they_shall_be_silenced_highness_of_nine_eleven"

8) "So the Lord our God delivered into our hands...
and all his people..." Deuteronomy 3:3 (KJV)

9) "But your wives, and your little ones...shall abide in your
cities which I have given you;" Deuteronomy 3:19 (KJV)

10) "Behold, I have taught you statutes and judgments, even
as the Lord my God commanded me, that ye should do so in
the land whither ye go to possess it." Deuteronomy 4:5 (KJV)

11) "And lest thou lift up thine eyes unto heaven, and when
thou seest the sun, and the moon, and the stars, even all
the host of heaven, shouldest be driven to worship them,
and serve them, which the Lord thy God hath divided unto all
nations under the whole heaven." Deuteronomy 4:19 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

8) This is a promise that the Lord will keep with His believers,

9) that they will live within the designated areas.

10) As everyone knows that the Lord has given the commandments, and these need to be kept in the 
areas that are provided for the saints to live.

11) The deception in the world is very intense and seductive.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"they_shall_be_silenced
highness_of_nine_eleven" (Cont.)

"they_shall_be_silenced_highness_of_nine_eleven"

12) "Or hath God assayed to go and take him a nation from
the midst of another nation, by temptations, by signs, and
by wonders, and by war, and by a mighty hand, and by a
stretched out arm, and by great terrors...before your eyes?"
Deuteronomy 4:34 (KJV)

13) "...Hear, O Israel, the statutes and judgments which
I speak in your ears this day, that ye may learn them,
and keep, and do them." Deuteronomy 5:1 (KJV)

14) "...neither shalt thou covet...any thing that
is thy neighbor's." Deuteronomy 5:21 (KJV)

15) "That thou mightest fear the Lord thy God, to
keep all his statutes and his commandments...that
thy days may be prolonged." Deuteronomy 6:2 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

12) Already the Lord has allowed entire nations to fall into the hands of others and great terror events 
to be perpetrated in front of the world.

13) Here these words (spiritual) Israel, so that your actions will be in alignment with them;

14) the saints are not to covet anybody's situation.

15) The saint's circumstances are such that they will be kept from harm through the time of trouble.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"power_of_My
judgment_holocaust"

"power_of_My
judgment_holocaust"

"comes_from_a_conspiracy"

"11_September"

ST
R
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od

es
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Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by Fabrice Bect.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"power_of_My_judgment_holocaust"

"comes_from_a_conspiracy"

"11_September"

ST
R

 C
od

es

1) "They that see thee shall narrowly
look upon thee, and consider thee,
saying, Is this the man that made the
earth to tremble, that did shake
kingdoms;" Isaiah 14:16 (KJV)

2) "Behold...they set up the towers thereof...
and he brought it to ruin." Isaiah 23:13 (KJV)
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"power_of_My
judgment_holocaust" (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) People will question that the one being accused of the crime (Osama Bin Laden) is not the one 
that is really behind the tragedy (9/11).

2) Watch and see that evidence that the incident was an elaborate conspiracy that destroyed the 
World Trade Center.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell "power_of_My_judgment_holocaust"

"comes_from_a_conspiracy"

"11_September"

4) "Whom hast thou reproached and
blasphemed? and against whom hast
thou exalted thy voice, and lifted up
thine eyes on high? even against the
Holy One of Israel." Isaiah 37:23 (KJV)

5) "Thus saith the Lord, which maketh a way in the sea,
and a path in the mighty waters;" Isaiah 43:16 (KJV)

"power_of_My
judgment_holocaust" (Cont.)

3) "And thine ears shall hear a word behind thee, saying,
This is the way, walk ye in it..." Isaiah 30:21 (KJV)
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R
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od

es

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

3) Someone was steering the way for the patsy.

4) The people that planned this event, have committed a crime against the Holy One of (spiritual) 
Israel.

5) The Lord of all that can control the sea
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell "power_of_My_judgment_holocaust"

ST
R
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od

es

7) "And the Lord shall guide thee continually, and
satisfy thy soul in drought, and make fat thy
bones: and thou shalt be like a watered garden,
and like a spring of water, whose waters fail not."
Isaiah 58:11 (KJV)

"power_of_My
judgment_holocaust" (Cont.)

"comes_from
a_conspiracy"

"11
September"

6) "Thus saith the Lord, Where is the
bill of your mother's divorcement,
whom I have put away? or which of
my creditors is it to whom I have sold
you? Behold, for your iniquities have
ye sold yourselves, and for your
transgressions is your mother put
away." Isaiah 50:1 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

6) says; that the entire line of conspirators will be found guilty.

7) The Lord promises to guide the saints through these times.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell "power_of_My_judgment_holocaust"

ST
R
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od

es

8) "Who hath heard such a thing? who
hath seen such things? Shall the earth
be made to bring forth in one day? or
shall a nation be born at once? for as
soon as Zion travailed, she brought
forth her children." Isaiah 66:8 (KJV)

9) "Run ye to and fro...and seek in the
broad places thereof, if ye can find a
man...that seeketh the truth; and I
will pardon it." Jeremiah 5:1 (KJV)

"power_of_My
judgment_holocaust" (Cont.)

"comes_from_a_conspiracy"

"11_September"
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

8) You will hear of trouble falling upon the earth, entire nations will be consumed and fall.

9) The saints are to carry the truth of this to the four corners of the earth reaching all those that seek 
the truth.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"nine_eleven_is
for_the_ruler"

"nine_eleven_is_for_the_ruler" ST
R
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od

es
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Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by Fabrice Bect.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"nine_eleven_is_for_the_ruler"

1) "...ready armed to the war." 1 Chronicles 12:24 (KJV)

2) "The son..." 1 Chronicles 6:40 (KJV)

ST
R

 C
od

es

3) "Now it came to pass..." Nehemiah 13:3 (KJV)
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"nine_eleven_is
for_the_ruler" (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) A war will be planned

2) involving the son of a former president (George Bush)

3) that will come to pass.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"nine_eleven_is
for_the_ruler" (Cont.)

"nine_eleven_is_for_the_ruler"

4) "The children..." Nehemiah 7:38 (KJV)

5) "...according to the counsel of the princes and the
elders, all his substance should be forfeited, and himself
separated from the congregation..." Ezra 10:8 (KJV)

ST
R

 C
od

es

6) "...and builded the altar of the God...to offer
burnt offerings thereon..." Ezra 3:2 (KJV)

7) "Then I lifted up mine eyes, and saw, and, behold, there
stood before the river a ram which had two horns: and the
two horns were high; but one was higher than the other,
and the higher came up last." Daniel 8:3 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

4) These people

5) will come together and plan for the worldly "elite" to be separated (from God's elect)

6) and indicating their alliance to a false god by perpetrating a false flag event.

7) This is a sequencing paragraph: after the false flag event, the small horn (Iraq-the cradle of 
civilization) will be defeated followed by the large horn (Iran-came up after and is more powerful).

NOTE: See also; "5And as I was considering, behold, an he goat came from the west on the face of 
the whole earth, and touched not the ground: and the goat had a notable horn between his eyes. 
6And he came to the ram that had two horns, which I had seen standing before the river, and ran unto 
him in the fury of his power. 7And I saw him come close unto the ram, and he was moved with choler 
against him, and smote the ram, and brake his two horns [Iraq and Iran]: and there was no power in 
the ram to stand before him, but he cast him down to the ground, and stamped upon him: and there 
was none that could deliver the ram out of his hand." Daniel 8:5 - 7 (KJV) where the "he goat" is the 
United States. The horns represent a nation with strength. The higher the horn the 
more strength the nation has. Iran came to be a nation after Iraq and is more 
powerful than Iraq. Hence, Iran is the larger horn that came up after the smaller one 
(Iraq).
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"nine_eleven_is
for_the_ruler" (Cont.)

"nine_eleven_is_for_the_ruler"

8) "Wherefore at that time certain...came
near, and accused..." Daniel 3:8 (KJV)

9) "...come in with the king unto the banquet...and to morrow
am I invited unto her also with the king." Esther 5:12 (KJV)

ST
R

 C
od

es10) "...God also hath set the one over against
the other, to the end that man should find
nothing after him." Ecclesiastes 7:14 (KJV)

11) "...the Lord hath commanded...that his adversaries
should be round about him..." Lamentations 1:17 (KJV)

12) "Because of the savour of thy good ointments
thy name is as ointment poured forth, therefore do
the virgins love thee." Song of Solomon 1:3 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

8) It is then that all the spying enabled by laws such as the "Patriot Act" will manifest itself in the form 
of accusations of disloyalty towards the government

9) unless the people join / go along with the activities of Satan's world government and its agenda.

10) The saints will be persecuted and martyred during this time. This is the last kingdom that will be 
destroyed during the time of trouble and the second coming of our Lord and savior Jesus Christ. (See 
the presentation "The 144,000" available at http://www.bellresearchlab.com/uploads/Team144K.pdf
for additional details.)

NOTE: See also; "And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the transgressors are come to the full, 
a king of fierce countenance, and understanding dark sentences, shall stand up." Daniel 8:23 (KJV))

11) Know that this is part of God's plan and has allowed the adversaries to be round about the saints.

12) At the request of Jesus, because of the good deeds that the believers have performed, a special 
blessing / anointing is made for those that love Him.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"the_devastation_of_nine
eleven_a_brotherhood"

"the_devestation_of_nine
eleven_a_brotherhood"

"the_enemy_hear_the
people_the

command_of_God"

"Bush_is_in_it_he
will_do_wrong_in_it"

"deceit_of
the_people"
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Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by Fabrice Bect.
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"the_devastation_of_nine
eleven_a_brotherhood" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell "the_devestation_of_nine_eleven_a_brotherhood"

"the_enemy_hear_the
people_the

command_of_God"

"Bush_is_in_it_he_will_do_wrong_in_it"

"deceit_of
the_people"

1) "...so much, even...calamus..." Exodus 30:23 (KJV)

2) "...every one that entereth into the service, for the work
in the tabernacle of the congregation," Numbers 4:39 (KJV)

3) "As the nations which the Lord destroyeth
before your face, so shall ye perish; because
ye would not be obedient unto the voice of
the Lord your God." Deuteronomy 8:20 (KJV)

4) "...before the congregation for
judgment... the death...in those
days: then shall the slayer return,
and come...." Joshua 20:6 (KJV)

ST
R
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od

es
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The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) There will be calamity

2) for those that are working towards the goal of the third temple and the new religious system.

3) There will be a time where entire nations will fall in the public eye because they do not obey the 
Lord.

4) After the judgments of 9/11, the slayer will return.

NOTE: The skips of the codes are positive (or neutrally horizontal), so the STR codes are read from 
the top to the bottom of the matrix.
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"the_devastation_of_nine
eleven_a_brotherhood" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell "the_devestation_of_nine_eleven_a_brotherhood"

"the_enemy_hear_the
people_the

command_of_God"

"Bush_is_in_it_he_will_do_wrong_in_it"

"deceit_of
the_people"

5) "...behold, he set him up a
place..." 1 Samuel 15:12 (KJV)

6) "...the Lord my God...bought the
threshingfloor and the..." 2 Samuel 24:24 (KJV)

7) "...from among the king's sons
which were slain...." 2 Kings 11:2 (KJV)

8) "They shall be turned back, they shall
be greatly ashamed, that trust in graven
images, that say to the molten images,
Ye are our gods." Isaiah 42:17 (KJV)

ST
R
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od

es
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) Situations will be arranged by

6) the Lord that will bring the destructive circumstances

7) that will slay the wicked.

8) Their wicked plan will be stopped and they will be ashamed of what they have done for the false 
gods that they worship and obey.
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"the_devastation_of_nine
eleven_a_brotherhood" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell "the_devestation_of_nine_eleven_a_brotherhood"

"the_enemy_hear_the
people_the

command_of_God"

"Bush_is_in_it_he_will_do_wrong_in_it"

"deceit_of
the_people"

9) "Thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God
of Israel...they shall use this speech in the
land...when I shall bring...their captivity..."
Jeremiah 31:23 (KJV)

10) "Neither left she her whoredoms...and poured
their whoredom upon her." Ezekiel 23:8 (KJV)

11) "And I will make...a remnant...that was
cast far off a strong nation: and the Lord shall
reign over them...even for ever." Micah 4:7 (KJV)

12) "He cast upon them the fierceness of his anger,
wrath, and indignation, and trouble, by sending
evil angels among them." Psalms 78:49 (KJV)

ST
R
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od

es
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

9) The Lord says that these evil people will deceive the people by their speech. They will say one 
thing and do another behind the scenes that leads to the captivity of the people (FEMA camps...). 
The Lord will bless those that listen and obey.

10) The evil ones will not change their ways and conspire to deceive the people.

11) God will make a remnant that (in a large part) is comprised from those that come from a strong 
nation (possibly a reference to the United States), that the Lord will reign over forever.

12) The Lord will allow evil angels to go forth and spread destruction
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"the_devastation_of_nine
eleven_a_brotherhood" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell "the_devestation_of_nine_eleven_a_brotherhood"

"the_enemy_hear_the
people_the

command_of_God"

"Bush_is_in_it_he_will_do_wrong_in_it"

"deceit_of
the_people"

13) "For he breaketh me with a tempest, and
multiplieth my wounds without cause." Job 9:17 (KJV)

14) "Therefore because the king's commandment
was urgent, and the furnace exceeding hot, the
flame of the fire slew those men..." Daniel 3:22 (KJV) ST

R
 C

od
es

ST
R

 C
od

es15) "And of the sons of..." 1 Chronicles 9:6 (KJV)

16) "...the first day...came they to the
porch of the Lord: so they sanctified
the house of the Lord...and...made
an end." 2 Chronicles 29:17 (KJV)
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The [RED / GREEN] STR codes reveal (cont.):

13) and cause the nations to fall / split by force.

14) Because Satan has a short time, he moves very quickly. ""Therefore Heavens, celebrate, and 
those who dwell in them; woe to The Earth and to the Sea, for The Devil, who has great fury, has 
descended to them, as he knows that he has little time."" Revelation 12:12 (Peshitta)

15) and those associated with

16) Satan's new and more exalted system of religious faith (worshiping on the first day of the week) in 
order to prepare the way (purify a people) for the Lord to return and make an end to the great 
controversy.
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell
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Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by Fabrice Bect & Boaz Metzger.
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush" (Cont.)

"silence_and
lamentation"

"I_will_be_plotted
and_the_ruffian

is_Bush"

"sin_crime
of_Bin_Laden"

"he_will_become
their_enemy"

"Bush_makes
him_to_do"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush" (Cont.)

"silence_and_lamentation"

"I_will_be_plotted_and_the_ruffian_is_Bush"

"sin_crime_of_Bin_Laden"

"Bush_makes_him_to_do"

"he_will_become_their_enemy"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R
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od

es

4) "Sojourn in this land, and...I will give
all these countries..." Genesis 26:3 (KJV)

3) "...and she...came up." Genesis 24:16 (KJV)

2) "...nation, because he is thy
seed." Genesis 21:13 (KJV)

1) "...within the city: wilt thou also destroy
and not spare the..." Genesis 18:24 (KJV)
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The [MAROON] STR codes reveal:

1) Will the Lord spare the city because

2) the nation (United States) was brought up by God?

3) The anti-Christ group

4) went out to manipulate the situation, from within the country, and cause many nations to fall.
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush" (Cont.)

"silence_and_lamentation"

"I_will_be_plotted_and_the_ruffian_is_Bush"

"sin_crime_of_Bin_Laden"

"Bush_makes_him_to_do"

"he_will_become_their_enemy"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R

 C
od

es

8) "And it came to pass..." Genesis 35:22 (KJV)

7) "...Behold, thy servant...is behind us...
I will appease him with the present that
goeth before me..." Genesis 32:20 (KJV)

6) "...and pilled white streaks...and made
the white appear..." Genesis 30:37 (KJV)

5) "...and sent him...to take him..." Genesis 28:6 (KJV)

The [MAROON] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) Bin Laden was set up and sent as a patsy

6) while the story was twisted and made to make the leaders (who orchestrated everything) look good.

7) The plan was successful in making Bin Laden look like the mastermind behind the attacks.

8) This will occur to
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush" (Cont.)

"silence_and_lamentation"

"I_will_be_plotted_and_the_ruffian_is_Bush"

"sin_crime_of_Bin_Laden"

"Bush_makes_him_to_do"

"he_will_become_their_enemy"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R

 C
od

es

11) "And...deliver him into my hand, and I
will bring him to thee..." Genesis 42:37 (KJV)

10) "...according to the
interpretation..." Genesis 41:11 (KJV)

9) "...and raise up seed to thy
brother." Genesis 38:8 (KJV)
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The [MAROON] STR codes reveal (cont.):

9) allow Satan to gain more control over the world.

10) The prophecy will be given that

11) Bin Laden will be caught.
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush" (Cont.)

"silence_and_lamentation"

"I_will_be_plotted_and_the_ruffian_is_Bush"

"sin_crime_of_Bin_Laden"

"Bush_makes_him_to_do"

"he_will_become_their_enemy"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R

 C
od

es

4) "...wilt thou also destroy and not
spare the place..." Genesis 18:24 (KJV)

3) "...thee, and...thy seed after
thee." Genesis 17:7 (KJV)

2) "That I will...take from..." Genesis 14:23 (KJV)

1) "...What is this that thou hast done unto me?
why didst thou not tell me..." Genesis 12:18 (KJV)
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The [GREEN] STR codes reveal:

1) A terrible plan of terror has been executed against the people (9/11) with the full details being 
hidden from the public.

2) The plan will assist the evil ones in causing people to fall from grace. "'Remember how you have 
heard and received; take heed and return. But if you do not wake up, I shall come upon you as a 
thief, and you will not know which hour I shall come upon you.'" Revelation 3:11 (Peshitta)

3) The conspiracy is against all generations until the end of time

4) and will continue to cause devastation on the earth.
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush" (Cont.)

"silence_and_lamentation"

"I_will_be_plotted_and_the_ruffian_is_Bush"

"sin_crime_of_Bin_Laden"

"Bush_makes
him_to_do""he_will_become_their_enemy"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R

 C
od

es

8) "...and she went down...the
well..." Genesis 24:16 (KJV)

7) "...they rose up and went
together..." Genesis 22:19 (KJV)

6) "...I make a nation, because..."
Genesis 21:13 (KJV)

5) "...and beheld, and, lo, the smoke
of the country went up as the smoke
of a furnace." Genesis 19:28 (KJV)

9) "...her...servant, and his
men." Genesis 24:59 (KJV)
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The [GREEN] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) Watch and see that these terrible attacks will cause smoke to rise.

6) The evil faction of the United States will

7) team up with the new world order

8) causing them (the United States) to go astray

9) with the enemy of all and her (harlot church) plans.
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush" (Cont.)

"silence_and_lamentation"

"I_will_be_plotted_and_the_ruffian_is_Bush"

"sin_crime_of_Bin_Laden"

"Bush_makes_him_to_do"

4) "Sojourn in this land..." Genesis 26:3 (KJV)

"he_will_become_their_enemy"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R

 C
od

es2) "...she went down...the well...and
came up." Genesis 24:16 (KJV)

1) "...they rose up and went
together..." Genesis 22:19 (KJV)

3) "...and his men." Genesis 24:59 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) Satan and the rogue faction of the US government will grow together

2) and stray from the originally intended path and grew strong.

3) This faction's helpers

4) will be within the borders of the land
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush" (Cont.)

"silence_and_lamentation"

"I_will_be_plotted_and_the_ruffian_is_Bush"

"sin_crime_of_Bin_Laden"

"Bush_makes_him_to_do"

"he_will_become_their_enemy"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R

 C
od

es

8) "...and pilled white streaks in them, and
made the white appear..." Genesis 30:37 (KJV)

7) "...also for the service which thou shalt
serve with me..." Genesis 29:27 (KJV)

6) "...to take him..." Genesis 28:6 (KJV)

5) "...as a deceiver; and I shall bring a curse upon
me, and not a blessing." Genesis 27:12 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) and will deceive many and bring many hardships to the people.

6) The faction will pick Bin Laden

7) to be used as a patsy for the propagation of the conspiracy of evil.]

8) The rogue faction of the US government will paint itself as being the innocent victim.
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush" (Cont.)

"silence_and_lamentation"

"I_will_be_plotted_and_the_ruffian_is_Bush"

"sin_crime_of_Bin_Laden"

"Bush_makes_him_to_do"

"he_will_become_their_enemy"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R

 C
od

es

12) "And it came to pass, when Israel
dwelt in that land..." Genesis 35:22 (KJV)

11) "...he had defiled..." Genesis 34:13 (KJV)

10) "...Behold, thy servant..." Genesis 32:20 (KJV)

9) "And she said to her father, Let it not
displease my lord..." Genesis 31:35 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

9) The faction actually believes that they are doing the Lord's work but in reality, Satan is behind the 
effort.

10) By helping the enemy

11) the US will break away from the original heavenly charter of its origin.

12) This will transpire after Israel becomes a state.
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush" (Cont.)

"I_will_be_plotted_and_the_ruffian_is_Bush"

"Bush_makes_him_to_do"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R

 C
od

es

"silence_and_lamentation"

"sin_crime_of_Bin_Laden"

"he_will_become_their_enemy"

4) "...according to the interpretation
of his dream." Genesis 41:11 (KJV)

3) "...his lord..." Genesis 39:16 (KJV)

2) "...and raise up seed to..." Genesis 38:8 (KJV)

1) "...and the lad was with the sons...and...brought
unto...their evil report." Genesis 37:2 (KJV)
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The [PINK] STR codes reveal:

1) Bin Laden will be successfully used as a patsy for the evil faction's use.

2) They will believe that they are doing this for the glory of

3) the Lord

4) by how a claimed vision was interpreted. In reality this will all be orchestrated by the evil ones.
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"I_will_be_plotted_and
the_ruffian_is_Bush" (Cont.)

"silence_and_lamentation"

"I_will_be_plotted_and_the_ruffian_is_Bush"

"sin_crime_of_Bin_Laden"

"Bush_makes_him_to_do"

"he_will_become_their_enemy"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R
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od

es

7) "...And he did according to
the word..." Genesis 44:2 (KJV)

6) "...deliver him into my
hand..." Genesis 42:37 (KJV)

5) "...the dearth was in all
lands..." Genesis 41:54 (KJV)
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The [PINK] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) The death and destruction spread all over the earth

6) so that many will be incarcerated

7) and the words of the words (encoded / plain text) in the Bible will be fulfilled.
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This next Bible code matrix describes two timing prophecies 
that signal the end of days. This is described within the (surface / 
plain) text of the Bible. When the beginnings of sorrows occurs, 
events will occur that will cause great morning and sorrow. As 
with many topics detailed within the pages of the Bible, more 
than one indicator is identified to minimize any misunderstanding 
and/or error in realizing that these are the signs that signal the 
prophetic events.

Matrix Comments
(Iran will destroy)
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"6You are going to hear battles and reports of wars. Take heed 
that you will not be troubled, for it is necessary that all these 
things should happen, but it will not yet be the end. 7For nation 
will arise against nation, and Kingdom against Kingdom, and 
there will be famines and plagues and earthquakes in various 
places. 8But all these things are the beginning of sorrows." 
Matthew 24:6-8 (Peshitta)

The tragedy of 9-11 and the upcoming destruction of Iran are 
indicated with "mourning" and the "coming of the end". Let's take 
a look at this amazing matrix:

Matrix Comments
(Iran will destroy) (Cont.)
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"Iran_will_destroy"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"holocaust_hand_of_Bush" (9/11)

"Iran_will_destroy"

"mourning_coming_of_the_end"

Alternate spacing code.
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Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by Fabrice Bect.

This Bible code matrix is also part of the "Iran" presentation.

NOTE:  The matrix clearly states that "Iran will destroy" something.  Likely this will be considered a 
terrorist event.  Also note the timing name of Bush. Possibly; Iran will cause it's own annihilation by 
striking first; unleashing a deadly counter-strike attack.
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"Iran_will_destroy" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"holocaust
hand_of_Bush"

"Iran_will_destroy"

"mourning
coming_of
the_end"

1) "Give ear...and attend to the voice of
my supplications." Psalms 86:6 (KJV)

2) "I made sackcloth also my
garment..." Psalms 69:11 (KJV)

3) "God is gone up with a shout, the Lord with
the sound of a trumpet." Psalms 47:5 (KJV)

ST
R

 C
od

es

4) "Give unto the Lord the glory due
unto his name; worship the Lord in the
beauty of holiness." Psalms 29:2 (KJV)
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The [BLUE] STR codes reveal:

1) Listen and hear this earnest request;

2) humble yourselves

3) God has given a clear sign to His people.

4) Give praise to God for this understanding,
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"Iran_will_destroy" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"holocaust
hand_of_Bush"

"Iran_will_destroy"

"mourning
coming_of
the_end"

5) "...rebuke me not in thine anger, neither chasten
me in thy hot displeasure." Psalms 6:1 (KJV)

6) "And the word of the Lord of hosts came
unto me, saying," Zechariah 8:18 (KJV)

7) "A day of the trumpet and alarm against
the fenced cities, and against the high
towers." Zephaniah 1:16 (KJV)

ST
R

 C
od

es

8) "Therefore I will make...as an heap...and
I will pour down...the foundations thereof."
Micah 1:6 (KJV)
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The [BLUE] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) and do not be upset at God for allowing this to transpire.

6) The prophecy is given;

7) on a specific day (11-Sep-2001) a terrorist attack will occur against prominent skyscrapers. ("I 
looked at the great buildings going up there, story after story, 'What terrible scenes will take place 
when the Lord shall arise to shake terribly the earth! Then the words of Revelation 18:1-3 will be 
fulfilled.' The whole of the eighteenth chapter of Revelation is a warning of what is coming on the 
earth. But I have no light in particular in regard to what is coming on New York, only that I know 
that one day [11-Sep-2001] the great buildings there will be thrown down by the turning and 
overturning of God's power. From the light given me, I know that destruction is in the world. One 
word from the Lord, one touch of his mighty power, and these massive structures [The World 
Trade Center Towers] will fall. Scenes will take place the fearfulness of which we can not 
imagine."-The Review and Herald, July 5, 1906, paragraph 14.)

8) These buildings will be utterly destroyed, down to the foundations.
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"Iran_will_destroy" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"holocaust_hand_of_Bush"

"Iran_will_destroy"

"mourning
coming_of
the_end"

4) "Hear my voice...according to thy
judgment." Psalms 119:149 (KJV)

3) "He opened...and...gushed out...
like a river." Psalms 105:41 (KJV)

ST
R
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od

es

2) "Give ear...and attend to the voice of
my supplications." Psalms 86:6 (KJV)

1) "I made sackcloth also my garment; and I..." Psalms 69:11 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) We are to humble ourselves

2) and listen to the earnest request.

3) Hidden knowledge will be unsealed (Bible codes, etc...) and knowledge will flow out as a river.

4) The Lord's judgment warnings are to go out;
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"Iran_will_destroy" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"holocaust
hand_of_Bush"

"Iran_will_destroy"

"mourning
coming_of
the_end"

8) "If he will contend with him, he
cannot answer..." Job 9:3 (KJV)

7) "Burning lips and a wicked
heart..." Proverbs 26:23 (KJV)

ST
R
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od

es

6) "Even in laughter the heart is
sorrowful..." Proverbs 14:13 (KJV)

9) "They are wet with the showers...
and embrace..." Job 24:8 (KJV)

5) "...with the sound of the
trumpet..." Psalms 150:3 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) these are the trumpets.

6) These will bring sorrow and lamentation

7) when the people discover how they have been deceived.

8) Undeniable evidence will be brought forth that shows what is being done in the shadows.

9) The remnant will receive (understand) the latter rain.
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"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an
opinion_of_the_G._Bush

administration_Iran_is_a..."

"their_terror_he_kneaded
as_an_opinion_of_the

G._Bush_administration
Iran_is_a_hint_of_Yah"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell
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Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by Fabrice Bect. Original translation with options: "Their truth (or fear/terror)he 
kneaded like/as an opinion/point of view/knowledge of the G. Bush administration, Iran is a hint of 
Yah!"

NOTE: Matrix also appears in "The Country of Iran" presentation. There is a motion picture called 
"Fair Game" that (apparently) details the view expressed in the encoded message.
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ST
R
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od

es

"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an
opinion_of_the_G._Bush_administration

Iran_is_a_hint_of_Yah"

1) "...the third." 1 Chronicles 8:39 (KJV)

2) "...hearkened unto them, and showed them all the
house of his precious things..." 2 Kings 20:13 (KJV)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell
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"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an
opinion_of_the_G._Bush

administration_Iran_is_a..." (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) The third trumpet

2) will be identified by the believers. Some of the details are reveled here.
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ST
R
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od

es

"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an_opinion_of_the
G._Bush_administration_Iran_is_a_hint_of_Yah"

7) "...the family..." Numbers 26:6 (KJV)

6) "And as for you, O my flock, thus saith the Lord God; Behold,
I judge...the rams and the he goats." Ezekiel 34:17 (KJV)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

5) "And when the people saw...the people
gathered themselves together..." Exodus 32:1 (KJV)

4) "Thus saith the Lord God of Israel; Behold, I will turn
back the weapons of war that are in your hands, wherewith
ye fight against the king of Babylon..." Jeremiah 21:4 (KJV)

3) "...Behold, I have blessed...and will make...fruitful,
and will multiply...exceedingly..." Genesis 17:20 (KJV)
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"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an
opinion_of_the_G._Bush

administration_Iran_is_a..." (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

3) Watch and see that there has been special information for the end time generation that will assist 
the righteous who will use it to multiply their numbers greatly.

4) The Lord of spiritual Israel, that He will protect the righteous as the Loud Cry of the third angel's 
message goes forth unto the world.

5) When the people's eyes were opened, and they saw the truth, they gathered together and became 
unified.

6) A message to the Lord's people, a promise, that He will judge between the righteous and the 
wicked.

7) There will be the ones that accept the new false religious system
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ST
R
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"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an_opinion_of_the
G._Bush_administration_Iran_is_a_hint_of_Yah"

12) "...written in the book..." Nehemiah 12:23 (KJV)

11) "But when...they had...heard of it..." 2 Samuel 5:17 (KJV)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

10) "Hear my words, O ye wise men; and give ear
unto me, ye that have knowledge." Job 34:2 (KJV)

9) "...out of those two tribes." Joshua 21:16 (KJV)

8) "...of thy temple." Psalms 48:9 (KJV)
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"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an
opinion_of_the_G._Bush

administration_Iran_is_a..." (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

8) of the third temple,

9) and the ones that accept God and His precepts. In the end, the shaking has served its purpose, 
and only two groups remain on the earth. "There can be only two classes. Each party is distinctly 
stamped, either with the seal of the living God, or with the mark of the beast or his image."-The 
Review and Herald, January 30, 1900

10) The Lord requests that all listen to the following as there is wisdom and knowledge given here.

11) There will be those that hear and understand that

12) this information is written in the plain text and hidden in the holy Bible that reveals secrets of what 
transpired during the events of 9/11.
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ST
R
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es

"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an_opinion_of_the
G._Bush_administration_Iran_is_a_hint_of_Yah"

17) "...look to, after the manner of the Babylonians
of...the land of their nativity:" Ezekiel 23:15 (KJV)

16) "If thou..." Exodus 21:2 (KJV)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

15) "Therefore, behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that
it shall...be called...the...slaughter..." Jeremiah 7:32 (KJV)

14) "...the Lord God formed..." Genesis 2:19 (KJV)

13) "And...looked, behold, the king...as the manner was...
and all the people of the land rejoiced, and blew with
trumpets...and cried, Treason, Treason." 2 Kings 11:14 (KJV)
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"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an
opinion_of_the_G._Bush

administration_Iran_is_a..." (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

13) When the believers were shown the special end-time information (in the codes), the people 
rejoiced because they could see that the information was truth from God; they will understand that 
treasonous acts have taken place.

14) The Lord will allow

15) and will take place that the slaughter (of 9/11) will occur.

16) If people

17) look at the events that will transpire (9/11 and other events to come...) and believe that everything 
happened as presented to the public, you are very naive.

NOTE: The events will (apparently) be quite deceiving to many that will require faith to understand the 
truth behind what has happened because a warning is given. "10And in all the error of evil which is in 
the perishing, because they did not receive the love of the truth in which they would have Life. 
11Because of this, God sent them the activity of delusion that they would believe lies." 2 
Thessalonians 2:10 and 11 (Peshitta)
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"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an_opinion_of_the
G._Bush_administration_Iran_is_a_hint_of_Yah"

22) "...Behold...messengers out of the wilderness
to salute our master..." 1 Samuel 25:14 (KJV)

21) "...but filleth me with bitterness." Job 9:18 (KJV)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

20) "Now it came to pass...and had utterly destroyed it,
as he...her king, so he had done..." Joshua 10:1 (KJV)

19) "In my distress..." Psalms 18:6 (KJV)

18) "Thus shall it be done..." Numbers 15:11 (KJV)
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"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an
opinion_of_the_G._Bush

administration_Iran_is_a..." (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

18) The events will occur,

19) and cause great distress.

20) The events will occur (repeated for importance)

21) and cause the believers to be bitter (because they will know the truth of the matter).

22) Watch and see, that messengers will be sent that give the message that will uphold the Lord.
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"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an_opinion_of_the
G._Bush_administration_Iran_is_a_hint_of_Yah"

27) "Send therefore now, and gather...every man...
which shall...not be brought home, the hail shall come
down upon them, and they shall die." Exodus 9:19 (KJV)

26) "For brass I will bring gold, and for iron I will bring silver,
and for wood brass, and for stones iron..." Isaiah 60:17 (KJV)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

25) "Then...arose..." 2 Chronicles 29:12 (KJV)

24) "And he turned back, and looked on them,
and cursed them in the name of the Lord.
And there came forth..." 2 Kings 2:24 (KJV)

23) "And a letter unto...the keeper of...the house
that I shall enter into. And...granted me...the good
hand of my God upon me." Nehemiah 2:8 (KJV)
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"their_terror_he_kneaded_as_an
opinion_of_the_G._Bush

administration_Iran_is_a..." (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

23) A promissory letter is given to these believers that they will enter into the protection of the Lord as 
His hand will cover over them.

24) The evil ones looked at Team144K that God is forming

25) and will lift up (the angel of Revelation 18 will empower their message)

26) and fitted for battle. They will be strengthened and made strong (the latter rain).

27) The winds of strife are let loose (probation closes) and the seven last plagues fall on the wicked.
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"an_his_thesis_according_to
a_desolation_woe_and

great_desolation_of_my
nation_is_not_an_action_of
his_time_I_am_the_Lord_it
went_through_My_hand"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"an_his_thesis_according_to
a_desolation...it_went

through_My_hand"
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Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by L0rd Kyr0N.

Prophecy: A "thesis" of "desolation" is described here; this may indicate a plan of attack on a specific 
day as the Lord states "it went through My hand".
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R

 C
od

es

1) "And he did...in the sight of
the Lord..." 2 Kings 18:3 (KJV)

2) "And it came to pass...the...king
of Assyria..." 2 Kings 18:9 (KJV)

3) "At that time did...cut off...the doors
of the temple..." 2 Kings 18:16 (KJV)
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"an_his_thesis_according_to_a_desolation_woe_and_great
desolation_of_my_nation_is_not_an_action_of_his_time_I

am_the_Lord_it_went_through_My_hand"

"an_his_thesis_according_to
a_desolation...it_went
through_My_hand" (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) In the sight of the Lord, and those that are wise

2) a battle will be waged against the leader of Syria (Beginning in 2006; see the presentation on the 
country of Syria for details.).

3) This will culminate in the overthrowing of the country of Syria (and the death of the leader-see 
below), and is a precursor to the rise of the third temple.
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"an_his_thesis_according_to_a_desolation_woe_and_great
desolation_of_my_nation_is_not_an_action_of_his_time_I

am_the_Lord_it_went_through_My_hand"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"an_his_thesis_according_to
a_desolation...it_went
through_My_hand" (Cont.)

ST
R
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od

es

4) "...behold, thou trustest...on which...it will
go into his hand..." 2 Kings 18:21 (KJV)

5) "...of the people..." 2 Kings 18:26 (KJV)

6) "...to a land like your own land..." 2 Kings 18:32 (KJV)

7) "And it came to pass..." 2 Kings 19:1 (KJV)

8) "Behold, I will send a blast upon him...and I will cause him
to fall by the sword in his own land." 2 Kings 19:7 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

4) Watch and see that the secret alliances will be formed/trusted and will be successful in taking the 
country into their hands

5) to watch over the people

6) to make into a land like the one that is behind the over through of the government (the spread of 
democracy...).

7) This will occur;

8) watch and see that a sudden battle will cause the nation of Syria to fall by the sword.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
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od

es

9) "...received the letter of the hand of the messengers, and
read it...and spread it before the Lord." 2 Kings 19:14 (KJV)

10) "This is the word that the Lord hath spoken concerning
him...the daughter of Jerusalem..." 2 Kings 19:21 (KJV)

11) "...thy going out, and thy coming in..." 2 Kings 19:27 (KJV)

12) "And it came to pass...smote in the camp of the
Assyrians...and when they arose early in the morning,
behold, they were all dead corpses." 2 Kings 19:35 (KJV)

13) "...Thus saith the Lord..." 2 Kings 20:5 (KJV)
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"an_his_thesis_according_to_a_desolation_woe_and_great
desolation_of_my_nation_is_not_an_action_of_his_time_I

am_the_Lord_it_went_through_My_hand"

"an_his_thesis_according_to
a_desolation...it_went
through_My_hand" (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

9) The prophecy will be given and the end time messengers will be able to read and will prepare it for 
the receiving of it by the people.

10) The message also concerns the sequence of events for the coming of the false messiah who will 
be involved with the third temple and the new and more exalted system of religious faith.

11) After the reinstating of animal sacrifices, Satan will arrive on the stage and present his new 
religious system.

12) This will take place after the country of Syria falls with a night of death and destruction that will 
end by the start of the new day.

13) The Lord says
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell
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14) "...It is a light thing for the shadow...but
let the shadow return..." 2 Kings 20:10 (KJV)

15) "...What have they seen in thine house...All the
things...have they seen..." 2 Kings 20:15 (KJV)

16) "And he did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord...
the abominations of the heathen..." 2 Kings 21:2 (KJV)

17) "...only if they will observe to do according to all
that I have commanded them..." 2 Kings 21:8 (KJV)

18) "...the remnant of mine inheritance,
and deliver them..." 2 Kings 21:14 (KJV)
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"an_his_thesis_according_to
a_desolation...it_went
through_My_hand" (Cont.)

"an_his_thesis_according_to_a_desolation_woe_and_great
desolation_of_my_nation_is_not_an_action_of_his_time_I

am_the_Lord_it_went_through_My_hand"

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

14) the message given here is to provide understanding of what is going on in the darkness of the 
shadows

15) and what has been happening within our own leadership.

16) They are doing evil and performing acts that are abominations to the Lord.

17) If the people will humble themselves and obey what the Lord has commanded,

18) the same will be the remnant of the Lord's inheritance.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
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19) "And he walked in all the way..." 2 Kings 21:21 (KJV)

20) "And it came to pass..." 2 Kings 22:3 (KJV)

21) "...the priest hath delivered
me a book..." 2 Kings 22:10 (KJV)

22) "...Thus saith the Lord God
of Israel..." 2 Kings 22:15 (KJV)

23) "Behold therefore...see all the evil which I
will bring upon this place..." 2 Kings 22:20 (KJV)
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"an_his_thesis_according_to
a_desolation...it_went
through_My_hand" (Cont.)

"an_his_thesis_according_to_a_desolation_woe_and_great
desolation_of_my_nation_is_not_an_action_of_his_time_I

am_the_Lord_it_went_through_My_hand"

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

19) These people will faithfully keep the words of the Lord.

20) It will come to pass that

21) the prophets and inspired writers of the Bible have delivered the hidden text of God to the people.

22) The Lord God of spiritual Israel says;

23) watch and see the evil that will be unleashed upon the earth.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R
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es

24) "And the king commanded..." 2 Kings 23:4 (KJV)

25) "...and defiled the high places...and brake down
the high places of the gates..." 2 Kings 23:8 (KJV)

26) "And the high places...which were on the right hand
of...corruption...did the king defile." 2 Kings 23:13 (KJV)

27) "And he said...the prophet that
came out of..." 2 Kings 23:18 (KJV)

28) "...the words...which were written
in the book..." 2 Kings 23:24 (KJV)
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"an_his_thesis_according_to
a_desolation...it_went
through_My_hand" (Cont.)

"an_his_thesis_according_to_a_desolation_woe_and_great
desolation_of_my_nation_is_not_an_action_of_his_time_I

am_the_Lord_it_went_through_My_hand"

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

24) The king (of the new world order) will command

25) things that will go against the principles of the United States and bring about the over through of 
many nations

26) and alliances by falsities and great corruption.

27) It is written that a false prophet (Satan disguised as Jesus Christ) will come

28) that will be talked about in the hidden codes of the Bible.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R
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od

es

29) "In his days...when he had
seen him." 2 Kings 23:29 (KJV)

30) "...but he taxed the land to give the money...every
one according to his taxation..." 2 Kings 23:35 (KJV)

31) "And also for the innocent blood that he shed...
which the Lord would not pardon." 2 Kings 24:4 (KJV)

32) "...the king of Babylon...and his servants...the king
of Babylon took...of his reign." 2 Kings 24:12 (KJV)

33) "...the daughter..." 2 Kings 24:18 (KJV)
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"an_his_thesis_according_to
a_desolation...it_went
through_My_hand" (Cont.)

"an_his_thesis_according_to_a_desolation_woe_and_great
desolation_of_my_nation_is_not_an_action_of_his_time_I

am_the_Lord_it_went_through_My_hand"

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

29) In the days that he will walk the earth

30) there will taxation levied on all the people of the earth.

31) For the innocent blood that the people in charge have spent, the Lord will not forgive;

32) and to these and his (Satan) servants took control of the earth and empowers

33) the harlot church and the new world order ("23And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the 
transgressors are come to the full, a king of fierce countenance, and understanding dark 
sentences, shall stand up. 24And his power shall be mighty, but not by his own power: and he 
shall destroy wonderfully, and shall prosper, and practice, and shall destroy the mighty and the 
holy people." Daniel 8:23 and 24(KJV)).
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R
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od

es

34) "...the king went the way toward..." 2 Kings 25:4 (KJV)

35) "...the rest of...the remnant of
the multitude..." 2 Kings 25:11 (KJV)

36) "And the captain of the guard...the...
keepers of the door:" 2 Kings 25:18 (KJV)

37) "And when all...men, heard that the king
of Babylon had made..." 2 Kings 25:23 (KJV)
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"an_his_thesis_according_to
a_desolation...it_went
through_My_hand" (Cont.)

"an_his_thesis_according_to_a_desolation_woe_and_great
desolation_of_my_nation_is_not_an_action_of_his_time_I

am_the_Lord_it_went_through_My_hand"

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

34) The leaders of this one world government

35) will go after the remnant

36) to kill the true believers and the leadership (keepers of the door of knowledge). "And the Dragon 
raged against the woman and went to make war with the remnant of her Seed, these who keep 
the commandments of God and have the testimony of Yeshua." Revelation 12:17(Peshitta)

37) When the loud cry had gone forth and the people saw that he will
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R
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od

es

38) "...and set his throne above the throne of the kings
that were with him in Babylon;" 2 Kings 25:28 (KJV)

39) "From the sole of the foot even unto the head
there is no soundness in it; but wounds, and
bruises, and putrifying sores..." Isaiah 1:6 (KJV)
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"an_his_thesis_according_to
a_desolation...it_went
through_My_hand" (Cont.)

"an_his_thesis_according_to_a_desolation_woe_and_great
desolation_of_my_nation_is_not_an_action_of_his_time_I

am_the_Lord_it_went_through_My_hand"

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

38) place himself as ruler above the ten kings of all the earth (Revelation 17:12), they understood

39) that the leadership (of Satan) is rotten from head to toe.
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"who_has_directed
Yah_behold_cheat"

"Pentagon"

"who_has_directed
Yah_behold_cheat"

"kind_of_missile"

"for_Satan"

"for_Satan"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell
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Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by Fabrice Bect.
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"who_has_directed
Yah_behold_cheat" (Cont.)

"Pentagon"

"who_has_directed_Yah_behold_cheat"

"kind_of_missile""for_Satan"

"for_Satan"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R
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od

es

1) "And while he yet spake with them..." Genesis 29:9 (KJV)

2) "...the trespass of thy brethren, and their sin;
for they did unto thee evil..." Genesis 50:17 (KJV)

3) "And there shall be...two branches...
according to the six..." Exodus 25:35 (KJV)

4) "And he put all upon...waved them for a
wave offering before..." Leviticus 8:27 (KJV)
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The [GREEN] STR codes reveal:

1) While he was president

2) he committed sins, and perpetuated evil against the citizens of his nation.

3) There will be two groups, because of Satan ("the six" is a reference to 666)

4) He made an offering of the people (9/11)
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"who_has_directed
Yah_behold_cheat" (Cont.)

"Pentagon"

"who_has_directed_Yah_behold_cheat"

"kind_of_missile""for_Satan"

"for_Satan"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R
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od

es

5) "...the captain of the sons..." Numbers 2:22 (KJV)

6) "...the Lord said...Wherefore hast thou smitten...behold...
because thy way is perverse before me:" Numbers 22:32 (KJV)

7) "...he humbled thee, and suffered thee...which thou knewest
not, neither did thy fathers know..." Deuteronomy 8:3 (KJV)

8) "For their vine is of the vine of Sodom, and of the
fields of Gomorrah: their grapes are grapes of gall,
their clusters are bitter:" Deuteronomy 32:32 (KJV)
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The [GREEN] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) the leader (Satan) and his followers.

6) The Lord declares that the reason that this sacrifice of people was executed is because the 
perpetrators are truly evil people.

7) Because of the deeds done in secret, these evil people will be humbled

8) and their power will be taken away. They are evil through and through.
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"who_has_directed
Yah_behold_cheat" (Cont.)

"Pentagon"

"who_has_directed_Yah_behold_cheat"

"kind_of_missile""for_Satan"

"for_Satan"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

ST
R
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od

es

9) "And the children of Israel heard say, Behold...
the...tribe...have built an altar over against the
land... in the borders..." Joshua 22:11 (KJV)

10) "And the children...went their way: and when...
they were too strong...he..." Judges 18:26 (KJV)

11) "...commanded his servants, saying...Behold, the king
hath delight in thee, and all his servants love thee:
now therefore be the king's son in law." 1 Samuel 18:22 (KJV)
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The [GREEN] STR codes reveal (cont.):

9) The members of spiritual Israel see that these followers of evil will make an image to the anti-Christ 
beast power within their own land.

10) When the saints see that this power has grown too powerful, and they flee the city,

11) the Lord will declare that He delights in them and they are accepted as sons (by marriage) of the 
King of the universe.
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"a_name_was_found_guilty_he
is_vanity_G._Bush_is_a

terrorist"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he_is
vanity_G._Bush_is_a_terrorist"

"September_trampled_him"

ST
R
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od

es
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Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by L0rd Kyr0N.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he_is
vanity_G._Bush_is_a_terrorist"

"September_trampled_him"

ST
R
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od

es

1) "...the fierceness of his anger? his fury is poured
out...and...are thrown down by him." Nahum 1:6 (KJV)

2) "To see thy power..." Psalms 63:2 (KJV)

3) "...that maketh ashamed is as rottenness
in his bones." Proverbs 12:4 (KJV)
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"a_name_was_found_guilty_he
is_vanity_G._Bush_is_a

terrorist" (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) The ferocious anger, of the evil ones,

2) is manifested in the power

3) that the president exercised. He should be ashamed of what he has done because it shows that 
he is rotten.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he_is
vanity_G._Bush_is_a_terrorist"

"September_trampled_him"

ST
R
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od

es

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he
is_vanity_G._Bush_is_a

terrorist" (Cont.)

4) "...The man is near...unto us, one of..." Ruth 2:20 (KJV)

5) "The children of...six..." Ezra 2:11 (KJV)

6) "...if ye be come to betray me to mine enemies, seeing
there is no wrong in mine hands, the God of our fathers
look thereon, and rebuke it." 1 Chronicles 12:17 (KJV)

7) "Now it came to pass...unto the king's office by the
hand of the...officer...Thus they did...and gathered
money in abundance." 2 Chronicles 24:11 (KJV)

8) "...because he did..." Genesis 25:28 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

4) The man is near to us (leader of the US) and is a

5) member of the six (reference to 666-mark of the beast).

6) If these people shed innocent blood by falsities, then the Lord will restrain them and cause their 
efforts to ultimately fail.

7) The terrorist attacks will occur by the hand of the presidents' office and people will profit greatly 
from them.

8) Because of the terrorist attacks,
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he_is
vanity_G._Bush_is_a_terrorist"

"September_trampled_him"

ST
R
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od

es

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he
is_vanity_G._Bush_is_a

terrorist" (Cont.)

9) "...smote throughout..." Exodus 9:25 (KJV)

10) "...and take up the ashes which the fire hath
consumed with the burnt offering..." Leviticus 6:10 (KJV)

11) "...the cloud tarried...many days..." Numbers 9:19 (KJV)

12) "And it shall be..." Deuteronomy 6:10 (KJV)

13) "...and came unto their cities..." Joshua 9:17 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

9) and their deadly nature,

10) the cleanup effort will remove all the ashes from the area.

NOTE: Other matrices indicate that the people that died in the attacks were given as a sacrifice.

11) After the attacks, smoke will rise from the ashes for several days.

12) This will transpire

13) within the continental US
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he_is
vanity_G._Bush_is_a_terrorist"

"September_trampled_him"

ST
R
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od

es

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he
is_vanity_G._Bush_is_a

terrorist" (Cont.)

14) "...men appointed with weapons
of war." Judges 18:11 (KJV)

15) "...the soul of all the people was grieved, every man
for his sons and for his daughters..." 1 Samuel 30:6 (KJV)

16) "The two...he carved upon them..." 1 Kings 6:32 (KJV)

17) "...for I have a great sacrifice to do...he...did it in subtlety,
to the intent that he might destroy..." 2 Kings 10:19 (KJV)

18) "But when he seeth...the work of mine
hands, in the midst..." Isaiah 29:23 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

14) with people trusted with weapons of war.

15) People will grieve for their loved ones that have been lost in the attacks

16) on the twin towers that were destroyed.

17) The perpetrators  of the attacks will believe that they need to make this sacrifice and then shift the 
blame to another person / group.

18) When the others, that are in on the conspiracy, see the power in the deception during the attacks
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he_is
vanity_G._Bush_is_a_terrorist"

"September_trampled_him"

ST
R
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od

es

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he
is_vanity_G._Bush_is_a

terrorist" (Cont.)

ST
R
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od

es

19) "...come ye, assemble all the beasts...
come to devour." Jeremiah 12:9 (KJV)

1) "...when he seeth the vengeance...
in the blood..." Psalms 58:10 (KJV)

2) "Stolen...in secret..." Proverbs 9:17 (KJV)

3) "...will ye go with me..." Ruth 1:11 (KJV)

4) "But tidings out of the east and out of the
north shall trouble him: therefore he shall go
forth with great fury to destroy, and utterly
to make away many." Daniel 11:44 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

19) the armies of Satan will join together for the last battle.

The [GREEN] STR codes reveal:

1) When the people see the trouble caused in this

2) sneak attack, where the blame will be shifted,

3) a deciding point will be reached; will people go along with the lie or open their eyes to the facts.

4) Years after the attacks of 9/11, and subsequent liberation of Iraq, another situation will develop that 
will cause the US and its allies to go after another country or countries (possibly Iran and Syria).

NOTE: This is after the return of the troops from Iraq to the US; "At the time appointed he shall return, 
and come toward the south; but it shall not be as the former, or as the latter." Daniel 11:29 (KJV) and 
parallels Daniel 11:44.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he_is
vanity_G._Bush_is_a_terrorist"

"September_trampled_him"

"a_name_was_found_guilty_he
is_vanity_G._Bush_is_a

terrorist" (Cont.)

ST
R
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od

es

5) "And...was then in the hold..."
1 Chronicles 11:16 (KJV)

6) "This is the thing that ye shall
do..." 2 Chronicles 23:4 (KJV)

7) "...the servant brought forth...
precious things." Genesis 24:53 (KJV)

8) "...and into his servants' houses, and
into all the land..." Exodus 8:24 (KJV)
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The [GREEN] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) This is the very height of the might of the rogue part of the government (immediately prior to the 
breakup of the US).

6) Critical tasking is issued to

7) the saints; they will be able to access the special end time information in the Bible

8) and need to pass the messages on to the believers that need it.
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"he_made_much_devastation_of
rebellion_George_Bush"

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"he_made_much_devastation_of
rebellion_George_Bush"

"for_the_young_bull_president
razor_of_nations_they_roar"

"for_us_Father_he
circumcised_USA_command"
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Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by Jimmie Cash.
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"he_made_much_devastation_of
rebellion_George_Bush" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"he_made_much_devastation
of_rebellion_George_Bush"

"for_the_young_bull_president
razor_of_nations_they_roar"

"for_us_Father
he_circumcised
USA_command"

ST
R
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od

es

1) "...dwelt in the land...they had
possessions therein, and grew, and multiplied
exceedingly." Genesis 47:27 (KJV)

2) "And...rose up..." Genesis 46:5 (KJV)

3) "...Wherefore saith my lord these words? God forbid that thy
servants should do according to this thing:" Genesis 44:7 (KJV)

4) "...thus did he unto them." Genesis 42:25 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) The people that conceived the terrorist plan will live and own property in the very land that they 
plan on attacking.

2) This was a bold move for this evil faction of the government because it would reveal their 
activities to the others.

3) The Lord states that He would never ask servants of His to perform such horrific acts against 
humanity,

4) yet this is exactly what George Bush did.
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"he_made_much_devastation_of
rebellion_George_Bush" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"he_made_much_devastation
of_rebellion_George_Bush"

"for_the_young_bull
president_razor_of
nations_they_roar"

"for_us_Father
he_circumcised
USA_command"

ST
R
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od

es

5) "And when they had... it
could not be known that they
had..." Genesis 41:21 (KJV)

6) "...Behold, my master..."
Genesis 39:8 (KJV)

7) "...and he came..." Genesis 37:14 (KJV)

8) "And it came to pass, as her soul was in departing..." Genesis 35:18 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) When they had executed their evil plan, it was kept secret-for the time being.

6) Watch and see that Satan

7) will come near to the people.

8) This came to pass during the great separating of the wheat from the tares.
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"he_made_much_devastation_of
rebellion_George_Bush" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"he_made_much_devastation
of_rebellion_George_Bush"

"for_the_young_bull_president
razor_of_nations_they_roar"

"for_us_Father
he_circumcised
USA_command"

ST
R
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od

es

9) "...What meanest thou by
all this..." Genesis 33:8 (KJV)

10) "...What is my trespass? what is
my sin, that thou hast so hotly
pursued after me?" Genesis 31:36 (KJV)

11) "...and bare...the sixth son." Genesis 30:19 (KJV)

12) "...set up on the earth...behold the angels of God..." Genesis 28:12 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

9) The people that see the truth ask; 'What is the meaning of this?

10) The people that died in the attacks are innocent!'

11) The answer is given that this is the anti-Christ faction being ("the sixth son" is a reference to 666)

12) set up on the earth. Watch and see that the angels of God
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"he_made_much_devastation_of
rebellion_George_Bush" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"he_made_much_devastation
of_rebellion_George_Bush"

"for_the_young_bull_president
razor_of_nations_they_roar"

"for_us_Father
he_circumcised
USA_command"

ST
R
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od

es

13) "And it came to pass...servants came,
and told him concerning...which they...
have found..." Genesis 26:32 (KJV)

14) "...And the sons of..." Genesis 25:3 (KJV)

15) "...the woman will not be willing to follow thee..." Genesis 24:8 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

13) will surely come and guide the remand concerning the truth that has been found within the text of 
the Bible.

14) The people that are aligning themselves with

15) the mother of harlots will not follow the truth when it is told to them.
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"he_made_much_devastation_of
rebellion_George_Bush" (Cont.)

Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"he_made_much_devastation
of_rebellion_George_Bush"

"for_the_young_bull_president_razor_of_nations_they_roar"

"for_us_Father
he_circumcised
USA_command"

STR Codes

1) "And all their wealth...spoiled even all that was..." Genesis 34:29 (KJV)

1) "...and they came into the land..." Genesis 46:28 (KJV)

2) "...made ready
his chariot...and he
fell on his neck..."
Genesis 46:29 (KJV)

2) "...among the inhabitants of the land...they shall
gather themselves together against me, and slay
me; and I shall be destroyed..." Genesis 34:30 (KJV)

STR Codes
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The [GREEN] STR codes reveal:

1) The perpetrators came into their lands,

2) prepared the mechanisms of destruction of these nations, and then executed their plans.

The [BLUE] STR codes reveal:

1) The evil faction of the government plundered the nation for their wealth

2) they gathered themselves together (in secret societies...) to fight against the people of God.

"The world is a theater; the actors, its inhabitants, are preparing to act their part in the last great 
drama. With the great masses of mankind there is no unity, except as men confederate to accomplish 
their selfish purposes. God is looking on. His purposes in regard to His rebellious subjects will be 
fulfilled. The world has not been given into the hands of men, though God is permitting the elements 
of confusion and disorder to bear sway for a season. A power from beneath is working to bring about 
the last great scenes in the drama--Satan coming as Christ, and working with all deceivableness of 
unrighteousness in those who are binding themselves together in secret societies. Those who are 
yielding to the passion for confederation are working out the plans of the enemy. The cause will be 
followed by the effect. Transgression has almost reached its limit. Confusion fills the world, and a 
great terror [9/11] is soon to come upon human beings. The end is very near. We who know the truth 
should be preparing for what is soon to break upon the world as an overwhelming surprise."-
Testimonies for the Church Volume Eight, (1904), pages 27 and 28 See the PowerPoint presentation 
"Overwhelming Surprise" for more details.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"Bush_is_the_king_of_Babylon
...our_death_is_his_fire"

"Bush_is_king_of_Babylon"

"our_death_is_his_fire"
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Microsoft Word 
Document

Code discovered by L0rd Kyr0N.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"Bush_is_king_of_Babylon"

"our_death_is_his_fire"

2) "...all the works of thy hand: he
knoweth..." Deuteronomy 2:7 (KJV)

1) "...the Lord thy God...shalt say...whatsoever
thy soul lusteth after." Deuteronomy 12:20 (KJV)
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"Bush_is_the_king_of_Babylon
...our_death_is_his_fire" (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) The Lord says that whatever is in the hearts of the people, and done by

2) and the work of their hands is known to Him.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"Bush_is_the_king_of_Babylon
...our_death_is_his_fire" (Cont.)

"Bush_is_king_of_Babylon"

6) "Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto them...
the firstfruits of your harvest..." Leviticus 23:10 (KJV)

7) "...of every living creature..." Leviticus 11:46 (KJV)
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"our_death_is_his_fire"

4) "But the soul that doeth ought presumptuously,
whether he be born in the land, or a stranger, the
same reproacheth the Lord; and that soul shall be
cut off from among his people." Numbers 15:30 (KJV)

3) "And those that were numbered
of them..." Numbers 26:62 (KJV)

5) "...even to the priest; beside the ram..." Numbers 5:8 (KJV)

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

3) There will be two separate and distinct groups that will be formed and numbered;

4) those that have acted presumptuously and against the law of God, weather a member of physical 
or spiritual Israel, will be destroyed.

5) All the way to the top and origin of sin, the devil himself who is walking beside (helping) the evil 
faction within the United States.

6) Spread the message to (spiritual) Israel, Team144K, that

7) each and every one of them
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"Bush_is_the_king_of_Babylon
...our_death_is_his_fire" (Cont.)

"Bush_is_king_of_Babylon"

"our_death_is_his_fire"

STR
 C

odes

2) "And the people came up out..." Joshua 4:19 (KJV)

3) "And..." Joshua 15:30 (KJV)

8) "...they were enclosed...gold in
their enclosings." Exodus 39:13 (KJV)

1) "These shall stand...to bless the
people..." Deuteronomy 27:12 (KJV)

9) "And...shalt make...of gold..." Exodus 28:23 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

8) will be covered by the protection of the Lord

9) and will be refined as gold.

The [GREEN] STR codes reveal:

1) A group of followers will bless the people of the earth

2) and be raised up

3) and
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"Bush_is_the_king_of_Babylon
...our_death_is_his_fire" (Cont.)

"Bush_is_king_of_Babylon"

"our_death_is_his_fire"

STR
 C

odes

7) "...went to their own place." 1 Samuel 14:46 (KJV)

8) "...and the man was very great, and he had...
sheep, and...goats..." 1 Samuel 25:2 (KJV)

5) "...the passages...at that time..." Judges 12:6 (KJV)

6) "...they lay with the women that
assembled at the door of the tabernacle
of the congregation." 1 Samuel 2:22 (KJV)

4) "...these are...which the Lord left, to prove...by them,
even as many...as had not known..." Judges 3:1 (KJV)
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The [GREEN] STR codes reveal (cont.):

4) will prove, with special knowledge and understanding, to as many as possible that do not know the 
Lord and are unaware of their great peril.

5) This will occur during the time

6) that the third temple for the new more exalted system of religious faith is in place.

7) This system will continue the shaking and separate all people into the two separate groups.

8) A great leader will come (Satan pretending to be Jesus) and capture into his flock both the sheep 
(luke-warm and indifferent towards Christianity) and the goats (those accepting of evil).
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"with_an_overpowering_desire
they_came_Satan_and_Bush"

"with_an_overpowering_desire
they_came_Satan_and_Bush"

"desolation_is
the_bull_of_death"

"into_the_hand_at_Mi_time
which_is_an_affliction"

Microsoft Office 
Word Document
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Code discovered by L0rd Kyr0N.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"with_an_overpowering
desire_they_came

Satan_and_Bush" (Cont.)

"with_an_overpowering_desire
they_came_Satan_and_Bush"

"desolation_is
the_bull_of_death"

"into_the_hand_at
Mi_time_which_is
an_affliction"
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1) "And...lifted up his eyes, and beheld..." Genesis 13:10 (KJV)

2) "...there went out the king of Sodom...
and they joined battle with them in
the vale..." Genesis 14:8 (KJV)

3) "...the portion of the men which
went with me..." Genesis 14:24 (KJV)

4) "In the same day...made a covenant with...
unto the great..." Genesis 15:18 (KJV)
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The [RED] STR codes reveal:

1) Right in front of the people

2) the leader of the evil faction of the United States, went out and deliberately attacked (in secret)

3) with the help of those (leaders/nations) that went with the evil one.

4) On that tragic day (9/11) these other leaders joined with this great evil force. (The groups that unite 
under this covenant are waiting to see if these events would really occur.)
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"with_an_overpowering_desire
they_came_Satan_and_Bush"

"desolation_is
the_bull_of_death"

"into_the_hand_at
Mi_time_which_is
an_affliction"
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5) "And...bare..." Genesis 16:15 (KJV)

6) "...her, and she shall be a mother
of nations; kings of people shall
be of her." Genesis 17:16 (KJV)

7) "...and said, Make ready quickly...
knead it..." Genesis 18:6 (KJV)

8) "...within the city: wilt thou also destroy and
not spare the place..." Genesis 18:24 (KJV)
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"with_an_overpowering
desire_they_came

Satan_and_Bush" (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

5) This alliance will will become

6) the mother of other nations and kings. (Possibly a reference to the ten kings of Revelation 17:12.)

7) This evil force will knead the truth (as bread dough for their own purposes)

8) about what really happened that day in the great slaughter.
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"with_an_overpowering_desire
they_came_Satan_and_Bush"

"desolation_is
the_bull_of_death"

"into_the_hand_at
Mi_time_which_is
an_affliction"
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9) "And they...said unto him..." Genesis 19:5 (KJV)

10) "...I cannot escape...evil take
me, and I die:" Genesis 19:19 (KJV)

11) "...and he perceived
not..." Genesis 19:35 (KJV)

12) "And yet indeed..." Genesis 20:12 (KJV)
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"with_an_overpowering
desire_they_came

Satan_and_Bush" (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

9) And they will say

10) that evil (terrorism) has overtaken them

11) and many of the people will believe the lie.

12) In spite of this
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"with_an_overpowering_desire
they_came_Satan_and_Bush" "desolation_is

the_bull_of_death"

"into_the_hand_at
Mi_time_which_is
an_affliction"
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13) "...I make a nation..." Genesis 21:13 (KJV)

14) "...which thou hast set by
themselves?" Genesis 21:29 (KJV)

15) "...stretched forth his hand...
to slay..." Genesis 22:10 (KJV)

16) "...his dead..." Genesis 23:3 (KJV)
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"with_an_overpowering
desire_they_came

Satan_and_Bush" (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

13) the evil faction

14) will grow and

15) stretch forth their influence to kill

16) the people
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Code Matrix By: David D. Bell

"with_an_overpowering_desire
they_came_Satan_and_Bush" "desolation_is

the_bull_of_death"

"into_the_hand_at
Mi_time_which_is
an_affliction"
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17) "...a buryingplace by the sons..." Genesis 23:20 (KJV)

18) "And it came to pass..." Genesis 24:15 (KJV)

19) "And the man came into the
house..." Genesis 24:32 (KJV)

20) "...I bowed down my head, and
worshipped...my master...which had
led me..." Genesis 24:48 (KJV)
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"with_an_overpowering
desire_they_came

Satan_and_Bush" (Cont.)

The [RED] STR codes reveal (cont.):

17) in this terrorist attack.

18) This will come to pass

19) and the person will become president (in our house)

20) and believe the great delusion set forth by the perpetrators of evil. "Because of this, God sent 
them the activity of delusion that they would believe lies." 2 Thessalonians 2:11 (Peshitta)
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Where Does All of This Lead?

"The beast with two horns 'causeth [commands] all, both small and 
great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right 
hand, or in their foreheads; and that no man might buy or sell, save 
he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his 
name.' [Revelation 13:16, 17] The third angel's warning is, 'If any man 
worship the beast and his image, and receive his mark in his 
forehead, or in his hand, the same shall drink of the wine of the wrath 
of God.' 'The beast' mentioned in this message, whose worship is 
enforced by the two-horned beast, is the first, or leopard-like beast of 
Revelation 13,—the papacy. The 'image to the beast' represents that 
form of apostate Protestantism which will be developed when the 
Protestant churches shall seek the aid of the civil power for the 
enforcement of their dogmas. The 'mark of the beast' still remains to 
be defined."-The Great Controversy (1888), page 445
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If we willingly accept this message about the United States of 
America [the two-horned beast], then why is it so difficult for us to 
consider that the evil that grows into a power that fully and 
willingly helps Satan is beginning to take shape right among us in 
the shadows? Consider this additional description of what will 
develop in the coming years.
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Where Does All of This Lead? (Cont.)
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"Those who honor the Bible Sabbath will be denounced as 
enemies of law and order, as breaking down the moral restraints 
of society, causing anarchy and corruption, and calling down the 
judgments of God upon the earth. Their conscientious scruples 
will be pronounced obstinacy, stubbornness, and contempt of 
authority. They will be accused of disaffection toward the 
government. Ministers who deny the obligation of the divine law 
will present from the pulpit the duty of yielding obedience to the 
civil authorities as ordained of God. In legislative halls and courts 
of justice, commandment-keepers will be censured and 
misrepresented. A false coloring will be given to their words; 
the worst possible construction will be put upon their motives."-
The Spirit of Prophecy Volume Four, page 409.

Where Does All of This Lead? (Cont.)
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The Message is Bitter-Sweet

"And I went to the Angel and I told him to give me the little 
scroll and he said to me, 'Take and eat it and your belly will be 
bitter to you, but it will be like honey in your mouth.'" Revelation 
10:9 (Peshitta)

The angel explains to John that understanding the sealed 
portion of Daniel's prophecy is sweet, but once this knowledge 
and the implications thereof are comprehended (digested in the 
belly) it is bitter; literally making one sick to one's stomach.

The time in earth's history when the floodgates of knowledge 
are opened is described in Daniel in the following verse. "But thou, 
O Daniel, shut up the words and seal the book, even to the time of 
the end: many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be 
increased." Daniel 12:4 (KJV) [also see: Revelation 22:10 and 2 
Timothy 3:7]
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The Message is Bitter-Sweet (Cont.)

"God has revealed what is to take place in the last days, that 
his people may be prepared to stand against the tempest of 
opposition and wrath. Those who have been warned of the events 
before them are not sit in calm expectation of the coming storm, 
comforting themselves that the Lord will shelter his faithful ones in 
the day of trouble. We are to be as men waiting for their Lord, not 
in idle expectancy, but in earnest work, with unwavering faith. It is 
no time now to allow our minds to be engrossed with things of 
minor importance. While men are sleeping, Satan is actively 
arranging matters so that the Lord's people may not have mercy 
or justice. The Sunday movement is now making its way in 
darkness... [continued on the next slide]
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The Message is Bitter-Sweet (Cont.)

…The leaders are concealing the true issue, and many who unite 
in the movement do not themselves see whither the under-current 
is tending. Its professions are mild, and apparently Christian; but 
when it shall speak, it will reveal the spirit of the dragon. It is our 
duty to do all in our power to avert the threatened danger. We 
should endeavor to disarm prejudice by placing ourselves in a 
proper light before the people. We should bring before them the 
real question at issue, thus interposing the most effectual protest 
against measures to restrict liberty of conscience. We should 
search the Scriptures, and be able to give the reason for our faith. 
Says the prophet, 'The wicked shall do wickedly, and none of the 
wicked shall understand; but the wise shall understand.'" –The 
Review and Herald, December 11, 1888 paragraph 8 
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The nation will not suddenly change overnight. The process 
begins and then develops over a period of time. Laws are being 
passed, even against and circumventing our constitution in the 
form of Executive Orders, Military Orders, etc...all of this is 
being set-up right now! The message is as prophesied by John, 
hard to stomach.

"It is at the time of the national apostasy, when, acting on the 
policy of Satan, the rulers of the land will rank themselves on 
the side of the man of sin -- it is then the measure of guilt is full; 
the national apostasy is the signal for national ruin."-General 
Conference Daily Bulletin, April 13, 1891, paragraph 21.

Maybe the apostasy has already begun...right before our 
eyes.

The Message is Bitter-Sweet (Cont.)
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Mathematical Equations, etc.

P[letter] =  ((Character occurrences)/(Total characters))
∑((Character occurrences)/(Total characters))
All Letters

P[search term] = (P[1st letter]) + (P[2nd letter]) + ... + (P[nth  letter])

R[search term] = log (1/P[search term])

R[matrix] = ∑(R[1st search term] + R[2nd search term] + ... + R[nth search term])

P[matrix] = 1 / antilog (R[matrix])
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Sources / References

Code research by:
David Douglas Bell

For additional information see:
http://www.bellresearchlab.com/

(This is my personal website.  Discover that Ellen G. White describes and 
prophesizes about the special end-times information hidden within the Bible 
codes.)

Other sources:
http://www.whiteestate.org/

(Search all published Ellen G. White books & periodicals.)

http://www.biblecodedigest.com/
(Bible code research site. Not all codes have been verified...)

https://www.biblecodesoftware.org/
(Bible code matrix library with software and training available. Not all codes have 
been verified...)

Lord of the Codes
by: David Douglas Bell
Available at: BellResearchLab.com
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BACKUP SLIDES
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Dear heavenly Father;

we humbly come to you once again to ask for your Holy Spirit to be sent 

upon us; to provide divine understanding of the messages that have been 

placed with incalculable effort within your Holy text for us to discover at this 

point in earth's history. I pray that this knowledge will clarify the path that 

you, and your heavenly angels, are placing before us to accomplish the 

goals that are needed in preparation for the eternal kingdom. I pray that this 

knowledge will also allow us to go forth and participate and know with 

confidence that we are part of the cure and not a part of the disease. In the 

name of Jesus Christ, our Lord and savior, we pray these things...Amen!

Pre-Study Prayer:
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NOT FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

My Personal Copy of The:
Los Angeles Times, 12-Sep-2001
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Do You See What We See?
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Actual 9/11 photo of the plane in the previous slide, 
only from a different angle.  It was taken [I believe] from a 
newspaper photographer that happened to be walking 
down a street with a good view of the in-coming plane 
holding his camera with its telephoto lens.

The bottom left photo clearly shows that plane 
engines are offset from each other to compensate for 
missile pod.

Do You See What We See? (Cont.)
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Do You See What We See? (Cont.)
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Do You See What We See? (Cont.)
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Do You See What We See? (Cont.)
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Do You See What We See? (Cont.)
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FDNY 9-11 (New Video).mp4

What Do the Firemen Dispatched to
the Scene Say Happened?
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